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ABSTRACT
Code reuse is traditionally seen as good practice. Recent trends
have pushed the concept of code reuse to an extreme, by using
packages that implement simple and trivial tasks, which we call
‘trivial packages’. A recent incident where a trivial package led to
the breakdown of some of the most popular web applications such
as Facebook and Netflix made it imperative to question the growing
use of trivial packages.
Therefore, in this paper, we mine more than 230,000 npm packages and 38,000 JavaScript applications in order to study the prevalence of trivial packages. We found that trivial packages are common and are increasing in popularity, making up 16.8% of the
studied npm packages. We performed a survey with 88 Node.js
developers who use trivial packages to understand the reasons and
drawbacks of their use. Our survey revealed that trivial packages
are used because they are perceived to be well implemented and
tested pieces of code. However, developers are concerned about
maintaining and the risks of breakages due to the extra dependencies trivial packages introduce. To objectively verify the survey
results, we empirically validate the most cited reason and drawback
and find that, contrary to developers’ beliefs, only 45.2% of trivial
packages even have tests. However, trivial packages appear to be
‘deployment tested’ and to have similar test, usage and community
interest as non-trivial packages. On the other hand, we found that
11.5% of the studied trivial packages have more than 20 dependencies. Hence, developers should be careful about which trivial
packages they decide to use.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Code reuse is often encouraged due to its multiple benefits. In fact,
prior work showed that code reuse can reduce the time-to-market,
improve software quality and boost overall productivity [3, 32, 37].
Therefore, it is no surprise that emerging platforms such as Node.js
encourage reuse and do everything possible to facilitate code sharing, often delivered as packages or modules that are available on
package management platforms, such as the Node Package Manager
(npm) [7, 39].
However, it is not all good news. There are many cases where
code reuse has had negative effects, leading to an increase in maintenance costs and even legal action [2, 29, 35, 41]. For example, in
a recent incident code reuse of a Node.js package called left-pad,
which was used by Babel, caused interruptions to some of the largest
Internet sites, e.g., Facebook, Netflix, and Airbnb. Many referred
to the incident as the case that ‘almost broke the Internet’ [33, 45].
That incident lead to many heated discussions about code reuse,
sparked by David Haney’s blog post: “Have We Forgotten How to
Program?” [26].
While the real reason for the left-pad incident was that npm
allowed authors to unpublish packages (a problem which has been
resolved [40]), it raised awareness of the broader issue of taking on
dependencies for trivial tasks that can be easily implemented [26].
Since then, there have been many discussions about the use of
trivial packages. Loosely defined, a trivial package is a package that
contains code that a developer can easily code him/herself and hence, is
not worth taking on an extra dependency for. Many developers agreed
with Haney’s position, which stated that every serious developer
knows that ‘small modules are only nice in theory’ [8], suggesting
that developers should implement such functions themselves rather
than taking on dependencies for trivial tasks. Other work showed
that npm packages tend to have a large number of dependencies [13,
14] and highlighted that developers need to use caution since some
dependencies can grow exponentially [4]. In fact, in our dataset,
we found that more than 11% of the trivial packages have more
than 20 dependencies.
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So, the million dollar question is “why do developers resort to
using a package for trivial tasks, such as checking if a variable is an
array?” At the same time, other questions regarding how prevalent
trivial packages are and what the potential drawbacks of using
these trivial packages remain unanswered. Therefore, we performs
an empirical study involving more than 230,000 npm packages and
38,000 JavaScript applications to better understand why developers
resort to using trivial packages. Our empirical study is qualitative
in nature and is based on survey results from 88 Node.js developers.
We also quantitatively validate the most commonly developer-cited
reason and drawback related to the use of trivial packages.
Since, to the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to
examine why developers use trivial packages, we first propose a
definition of what constitutes a trivial package, based on feedback
from JavaScript developers. We also examine how prevalent trivial
packages are in npm and how widely they are used in Node.js
applications. Our findings indicate that:
Trivial packages are common and popular. Of the 231,092 npm
packages in our dataset, 16.8% of them are trivial packages. Moreover, of the 38,807 Node.js applications on GitHub, 10.9% of them
directly depend on one or more trivial packages.
Most developers do not consider the use of trivial packages
as bad practice. In our survey of the 88 JavaScript developers,
57.9% of them said they do not consider the use of trivial packages
as bad practice, whereas only 23.9% consider it to be a bad practice.
This finding shows that there is not a clear consensus on the issue
of trivial package use.
Trivial packages provide well implemented and tested code
and increase productivity. Developers believe that trivial packages provide them with well implemented/tested code and increase
productivity. At the same time, the increase in dependency overhead and the risk of breakage of their applications are the two most
cited drawbacks.
Developers need to be careful which trivial packages they
use. Our empirical findings show that many trivial packages have
their own dependencies. In fact, we found that 43.7% of trivial
packages have at least one dependency and 11.5% of trivial packages
have more than 20 dependencies.
In addition to the aforementioned findings, our study provides the
following key contributions:
 We provide a way to quantitatively determine trivial packages.
 To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to examine the
prevalence, reasons for and drawbacks of using trivial packages
in Node.js applications. Our study is also one of the largest
studies on JavaScript applications, involving a survey of more
than 80 JavaScript developers, 231,092 npm packages and 38,807
Node.js applications.
 We perform an empirical study to validate the most commonly
cited reasons for and drawbacks of using trivial packages in our
developer survey.
 We make our dataset of the responses provided by the npm
developers publicly available. 1
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides the background and introduces our datasets. Section 3 presents how we determine what a trivial package is. Section 4 examines the prevalence
1 http://das.encs.concordia.ca/publications/npm-survey-data/
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of trivial packages and their use in Node.js applications. Section 5
presents the results of our developer survey, presenting the reasons
and perceived drawbacks for developers who use trivial packages.
Section 6 presents our empirical validation of the most commonly
cited reason for and drawback of using trivial packages. The implications of our findings are noted in section 7. We discuss the
related works in section 8, the limitations of our study in section 9,
and present our conclusions in section 10.

2

BACKGROUND AND DATASETS

JavaScript is used to write client and server side applications. Its
popularity has steadily grown, thanks to popular frameworks such
as Node.js and an active developer community [7, 46]. JavaScript
projects can be classified into two main categories: packages that
are used in other projects or applications that are used as standalone
software. The Node Package Manager (npm) provides tools to manage Node.js packages. npm is the official package manager for
Node.js and its registry contains more than 250,000 packages [25].
To perform our study, we gather two datasets from two sources.
We obtain Node.js packages from the npm registry and applications
that use npm packages from GitHub.
Packages: Since we are interested in examining the impact of
‘trivial’ packages, we mined the latest version of all the Node.js
packages from npm as of May 5, 2016. For each package we obtained
its source code from GitHub. In some cases, the package publisher
did not provide a GitHub link, in which case we obtained the source
code directly from npm. In total, we mined 252,996 packages.
Applications: We also want to examine the use of the packages in
JavaScript applications. Therefore, we mined all of the Node.js applications on GitHub. To ensure that we are indeed only obtaining
the applications from GitHub, and not npm packages, we compare
the URL of the GitHub repositories to all of the URLs we obtained
from npm for the packages. If a URL from GitHub was also in npm,
we flagged it as being an npm package and removed it from the
application list. To determine that an application uses npm packages, we looked for the ‘package.json’ file, which specifies (amongst
others) the npm package dependencies used by the application.
To eliminate dummy applications that may exist in GitHub, we
choose non-forked applications with more than 100 commits and
more than 2 developers. Similar filtering criteria were use in prior
work by Kalliamvakou et al. [31]. In total, we obtained 115,621
JavaScript applications and after removing applications that did not
use the npm platform, we were left with 38,807 applications.

3

WHAT ARE TRIVIAL PACKAGES ANYWAY?

Although what a trivial package is has been loosely defined in the
past (e.g., in blogs [27, 28]), we want a more precise and objective
way to determine trivial packages. To determine what constitutes
a trivial package, we conducted a survey, where we asked participants what they considered to be a trivial package and what
indicators they used to determine if a package is trivial or not. We
devised an online survey that presented the source code of 16 randomly selected Node.js packages that range in size between 4 - 250
JavaScript lines of code (LOC). Participants were asked to 1) indicate
if they thought the package was trivial or not and 2) specify what
indicators they use to determine a trivial package. We opted to
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module . exports = function ( n ) {
return toString . call ( n ) === '[ object Number ] ' && n > 0;
};

Figure 1: Package is-Positive on npm
Participants Background and Experience. Of the 12 respondents, 2 are undergraduate students, 8 are graduate students and
2 are professional developers. Ten of the 12 respondents have at
least 2 years of JavaScript experience and half of the participants
have been developing with JavaScript for more than five years.
Survey Responses. We asked participants to list what indicators
they use to determine if a package is trivial or not and to indicate
all the packages that they considered to be trivial. Of the 12 participants, 11 (92%) state that the complexity of the code and 9 (75%)
state that size of the code are indicators they use to determine a
trivial package. Another 3 (20%) mentioned that they used code
comments and other indicators (e.g., functionality) to indicate if a
package is trivial or not. Since it is clear that size and complexity
are the most common indicators of trivial packages, we use these
two measures to determine trivial packages. It should be mentioned
that participants could provide more than 1 indicator, hence the
percentages above sum to more than 100%.
Next, we analyze all of the packages that were marked as trivial.
In total, we received 69 votes for the 16 packages. We ranked
the packages in ascending order, based on their size, and tallied
the votes for the most voted packages. We find that 79% of the
votes consider packages that are less than 35 lines of code to be
trivial. We also examine the complexity of the packages using
McCabe’s cyclomatic complexity, and find that 84% of the votes
marked packages that have a total complexity value of 10 or lower
to be trivial. It is important to note that although we provide
the source code of the packages to the participants, we do not
explicitly provide the size or the complexity of the packages to
the participants, so they are not biased by any metrics, i.e., size or
complexity, in their classification.
Based on the aforementioned findings, we used the two indicators JavaScript LOC ≤ 35 and complexity ≤ 10 to determine
trivial
( packages in our dataset. Hence,
) we define trivial packages
as X LOC ≤ 35 ∩ XCompl ex ity ≤ 10 , where X LOC represents the
JavaScript LOC and XCompl ex ity represents McCabe’s cyclomatic
complexity of package X . Although we use the aforementioned
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limit the size of the Node.js packages in the survey to a maximum
of 250 JavaScript LOC since we did not want to overwhelm the
participants with the review of excessive amounts of code.
We asked the survey participants to indicate trivial packages
from the list of Node.js packages provided. We provided the survey
participants with a loose definition of what a trivial package is, i.e.,
a package that contains code that they can easily code themselves
and hence, is not worth taking on an extra dependency for. Figure 1
shows an example of a trivial package, called is-Positive, which
simply checks if a number is positive. The survey questions were
divided into three parts: 1) questions about the participant’s development background, 2) questions about the classification of the
provided Node.js packages and 3) questions about what indicators
the participant would use to determine a trivial package. We sent
the survey to 22 developers and colleagues that were familiar with
JavaScript development and received a total of 12 responses.
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Figure 2: Percentage of Published Trivial Packages on npm.
measures to determine trivial packages, we do not consider this to
be the only possible way to determine trivial packages.



Our survey indicates that size and complexity are commonly used measures to determine if a package is trivial. Based on our analysis, packages that have ≤ 35
JavaScript LOC and a McCabe’s cyclomatic complexity ≤
10 are considered to be trivial.


4

HOW PREVALENT ARE TRIVIAL
PACKAGES?

In this section, we want to know how prevalent trivial packages are.
We examine prevalence from two aspects: the first aspect is from
npm’s perspective, where we are interested in knowing how many
of the packages on npm are trivial. The second aspect considers the
use of trivial packages in JavaScript applications.

4.1

How Many of npm’s Packages are Trivial?

We use the two measures, LOC and complexity, to determine trivial
packages, which we now use to quantify the number of trivial
packages in our dataset. Our dataset contained a total of 252,996
npm packages. For each package, we calculated the number of
JavaScript code lines and removed packages that had zero LOC,
which removed 21,904 packages. This left us with a final number of
231,092 packages. Then, for each package, we removed test code
since we are mostly interested in the actual source code of the
packages. To identify and remove the test code, similar to prior
work [22, 44, 48], we look for the term “test” (and its variants) in
the file names and file paths.
Out of the 231,092 npm packages we mined, 38,845 (16.8%) packages are trivial packages. In addition, we examined the growth of
trivial packages in npm. Figure 2 shows the percentage of trivial to
all packages published on npm per month. We see an increasing
trend in the number of trivial packages over time and approximately
15% of the packages added every month are trivial packages. We
investigated the spike around March 2016 and found that this spike
corresponds to the time when npm disallowed the un-publishing
of packages [40].
npm posts the most depended-upon packages on its website [38].
We measured the number of trivial packages that exist in the top
1,000 most depended-upon packages; we find that 113 of them are
trivial packages. This finding shows that trivial packages are not
only prevalent and increasing in number, but they are also very
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popular among developers, making up 11.3% of the 1,000 most
depended on npm packages.



Trivial packages make up 16.8% of the studied npm packages. Moreover, the proportion of trivial packages is increasing and trivial packages make up 11.3% of the top
1,000 most depended on npm packages.



4.2



How Many Applications Depend on Trivial
Packages?

Just because trivial packages exist on npm, it does not mean that
they are actually being used. Therefore, we also examine the number of applications that use trivial packages. To do so, we examine
the package.json file, which contains all the dependencies that an
application installs from npm. However, in some cases, an application may install a package but not use it. To avoid counting such
instances, we parse the JavaScript code of all the examined applications and use regular expressions to detect the require dependency
statements, which indicates that the application actually uses the
package in its code2 . Finally, we measured the number of packages
that are trivial in the set of packages used by the applications. Note
that we only consider npm packages since it is the most popular
package manager for Node.js packages and other package managers
only manage a subset of packages (e.g., Bower [9] only manages
front-end/client-side frameworks, libraries and modules). We find
that of the 38,807 applications in our data set, 4,256 (10.9%) directly
depend on at least one trivial package.



Of the 38,807 Node.js applications in our dataset, 10.9%
of them depend on at least one trivial package.



5



SURVEY RESULTS

We surveyed Node.js developers to understand the reasons for and
the drawbacks of using trivial packages. We use a survey because
it allows us to obtain first-hand information from the developers
who use these trivial packages. In order to select the most relevant participants, we sent out the survey to developers who use
trivial packages. We used Git’s pickaxe command on the lines
that contain the required dependency statements in the applications; a procedure that provided us with the email and name of the
developer who introduced the trivial package dependency.
Survey Participants. To mitigate the possibility of introducing
misunderstood or misleading questions, we initially sent the survey
to two JavaScript developers and incorporated their minor suggestions to improve the survey. Next, we sent the survey to 1,055
developers from 1,696 applications. To select the developers, we
ranked them based on the number of trivial packages they use. We
then took a sample of 600 developers that use trivial packages the
most, and another 600 of those that indicated the least use of trivial
packages. The survey was emailed to the 1,200 selected developers,
however, since some of the emails were returned for various reasons (e.g., the email account does not exist anymore, etc.), we could
only reach 1,055 developers.
The survey listed the trivial package and the application that
we detected the trivial package in. We received 88 responses to
2 Note

that if a package is required in the application, but does not exist, it will break
the application.

our survey, which translates to a response rate of 8.3%. Our survey
response rate is in line with, and even higher, than the typical 5%
response rate reported in questionnaire-based software engineering
surveys [42]. Of the 88 respondents, 83 of them identified as developers working either in industry (68) or as a full time independent
developers (15). The remaining 5 identified as being a casual developers (2) or other (3), including one student and two developers
working in executive positions at npm. As for the development
experience of the survey respondents, the majority (67) of the respondents have more than 5 years of experience, 14 have between
3-5 years and 7 have 1-3 years of experience. The fact that most
of the respondents are experienced JavaScript developers gives us
confidence in our survey responses.

5.1

Do Developers Consider Trivial Packages
Harmful?

The first question of our survey to the participants is: “Do you
consider the use of trivial packages as bad practice?” The reason to
ask this question so bluntly is that it allows us to gauge, in a very
deterministic way, how the Node.js developers felt about the issue
of using trivial packages. We provided three possible replies, Yes,
No or Other in which case they were provided with a text box to
elaborate. Of the 88 participants, 51 (57.9%) stated that they do NOT
consider the use of trivial packages as bad practice. Another 21
(23.9%) stated that they indeed think that using trivial package is a
bad practice. The remaining 16 (18.2%) stated that it really depends
on the circumstances, such as the time available, how critical a piece
of code is, and if the package used has been thoroughly tested.



Most of the surveyed developers (57.9%) do NOT believe
that using trivial packages is a bad practice.



5.2



Why Do Developers Use Trivial Packages?

While we have answered the question as to whether developers
think using trivial packages is a bad practice, what we are most
interested in is why do developers resort to using trivial packages
and what do they view as the drawbacks of using trivial packages.
Therefore, the second part of the survey asks participants to list the
reasons why they resort to using trivial packages. To ensure that
we do not bias the responses of the developers, the answer fields
for these questions were in free-form text, i.e., no predetermined
suggestions were provided. After gathering all of the responses,
we grouped and categorized the responses in a two-phase iterative
process. In the first phase, the first two authors carefully read the
participant’s answers and came up with a number of categories
that the responses fell under. Next, they discussed their groupings
and agreed on the extracted categories. Whenever they failed to
agree on a category, a third author was asked to help break the
tie. Once all of the categories were decided, the same two authors
went through all the answers again and classified them into their
respective categories. For the majority of the cases, the two authors
agreed on most categories and the classifications of the responses.
To measure the agreement between the two authors, we used Cohen’s Kappa coefficient [10]. The Cohen’s Kappa coefficient has
been used to evaluate inter-rater agreement levels for categorical scales, and provides the proportion of agreement corrected for
chance. The resulting coefficient is scaled to range between -1 and
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Table 1: Reasons for using trivial packages.

Reason

Description

#Resp.

%

Well implemented & tested

Participants state that trivial packages are effectively implemented and tested.

48

54.6%

Increased productivity

Trivial packages reduce the time needed to implement existing source code.

42

47.7%

Well maintained code

It eases source code maintenance, since other developers maintain the trivial package.

8

9.1%

Improved readability & re- Using trivial packages improve the source code quality in terms of readability and
duced complexity
reduce complexity.

8

9.1%

Better performance

Trivial packages improve the performance of web applications compared to the use of
large frameworks.

3

3.4%

No reason

-

7

8.0%

+1, where a negative value means less than chance agreement, zero
indicates exactly chance agreement, and a positive value indicates
better than chance agreement [18]. In our categorization, the level
of agreement measured between the authors was of +0.90, which is
considered to be an excellent inter-rater agreement.
Table 1 shows the five reasons for using trivial packages, as
reported by our survey respondents; another category was used
to group the ‘no reason’ responses. Table 1 presents the different
reasons, a description of each category and its frequency. These
reasons are listed below, in order of their popularity:
R1. Well implemented & tested (54.6%): The most cited reason
for using trivial packages is that they provide well implemented
and tested code. More than half of the responses mentioned this
reason. In particular, although it may be easy for developers to
code these trivial packages themselves, it is more difficult to make
sure that all the details are addressed, e.g., one needs to carefully
consider all edge cases. Some example responses that mention
these issues are stated by participants P68 and P4, who cite their
reasons for using trivial packages as follows: P68: “Tests already
written, a lot of edge cases captured […].” & P4: “There may be a more
elegant/efficient/correct/cross-environment-complatible solution to a
trivial problem than yours”.
R2. Increased productivity (47.7%): The second most cited reason is the improved productivity that using trivial packages enables.
Trivial tasks or not, writing code on your own requires time and
effort, hence, many developers view the use of trivial packages as a
way to boost their productivity. In particular, early on in a project,
a developer does not want to worry about small details, they would
rather focus their efforts on implementing the more difficult tasks.
For example, participants P13 and P27 state: P13: “[…] and it does
save time to not have to think about how best to implement even the
simple things.” & P27: “Don’t reinvent the wheel! if the task has
been done before.”. The aforementioned are clear examples of how
developers would rather not code something, even if it is trivial. Of
course, this comes at a cost, which we discuss later.
R3. Well maintained code (9.1%): A less common, but cited
reason for using trivial packages is the fact that the maintenance of
the code need not to be performed by the developers themselves;
in essence, it is outsourced to the community or the contributors
of the trivial packages. For example, participant P45 states: “Also, a
highly used trivial package is probable to be well maintained.”. Even
tasks such as bug fixes are dealt with by the contributors of the

trivial packages, which is very attractive to the users of the trivial
packages, as reported by participant P80: “[…], leveraging feedback
from a larger community to fix bugs, etc.”
R4. Improved readability & reduced complexity (9.1%): Participants also reported that using trivial packages improves the
readability and reduces the complexity of their code. For example, P34 states: “immediate clarity of use and readability for other
developers for commonly used packages[…]” & P47 states: “Simple
abstract brings less complexity.”
R5. Better performance (3.4%): A few of the participants stated
that using trivial packages improves performance since it alleviates
the need for their application to depend on large frameworks. For
example, P35 states: “[…] you do not depend on some huge utility
library of which you do not need the most part.”
Only a small percentage (8.0%) of the respondents stated that
they do not see a reason to use trivial packages.



The two most cited reasons for using trivial packages are
1) they provide well implemented and tested code and 2)
they increase productivity.



5.3



Drawbacks of Using Trivial Packages

In addition to knowing the reasons why developers resort to trivial
packages, we wanted to understand the other side of the coin - what
they perceive to be the drawbacks of their decision to use these
packages. The drawbacks question was part of our survey and we
followed the same aforementioned process to analyze the survey
responses. In the case of the drawbacks the Cohen’s Kappa agreement measure was +0.86, which is considered to be an excellent
agreement. Table 2 lists the drawback mentioned by the survey
respondents along with a brief description and the frequency of
each drawback.
I1. Dependency overhead (55.7%): The most cited drawback of
using trivial packages is the increased dependency overhead, e.g.,
keeping all dependencies up to date and dealing with complex
dependency chains, that developers need to bear [7]. This situation
is often referred to as ‘dependency hell’, especially when the trivial
packages themselves have additional dependencies. This drawback
came through clearly in many comments, for example, P41 states:
“[…] people who don’t actively manage their dependency versions could
[be] exposed to serious problems […]” & P40: “Hard to maintain a lot
of tiny packages”. Hence, while trivial packages may provide well
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Table 2: Drawbacks of using trivial packages.
Drawback

Description

# Resp.

Dependency overhead

Using trivial packages results in a dependency mess that is hard to update and maintain.

%

49

55.7%

Breakage of applica- Depending on a trivial package could cause the application to break if the package becomes
tions
unavailable or has a breaking update.

16

18.2%

Decreased
mance

14

15.9%

Finding a relevant and high quality trivial package is a challenging and time consuming task.

11

12.5%

Missed learning oppor- The practice of using trivial packages leads to developers not learning and experiencing
tunities
writing code for trivial tasks.

8

9.1%

Security

Using trivial packages can open a door for security vulnerability.

7

8.0%

Licensing issues

Using trivial packages could cause licensing conflicts.

3

3.4%

No drawbacks

-

7

8.0%

perfor- Trivial packages decrease the performance of applications, which includes the time to install
and build the application.

Slows development

implemented/tested code and improve productivity, developers are
clearly aware that the management of the additional dependencies
is something they need to deal with.
I2. Breakage of applications (18.2%): Developers also worry
about the potential breakage of their application due to a specific
package or version becoming unavailable. For example, in the leftpad issue, the main reason for the breakage was the removal of
left-pad, P4 states: “Obviously the whole ’left-pad crash’ exposed an
issue”. However, since that incident, npm has disabled the possibility
of a package to be removed [40]. Although disallowing the removal
solves part of the problem, packages can still be updated, which
may break an application. For a non-trivial package, it may be
worth it to take the risk, however, for trivial packages, it may not
be worth taking such a risk.
I3. Decreased performance (15.9%): This issue is related to the
dependency overhead drawback. Developers mentioned that incurring the additional dependencies slowed down the build time and
increased application installation times. For example, P64 states:
“Too many metadata to download and store than a real code.” & P34
states: “[…], slow installs; can make project noisy and unintuitive
by attempting to cobble together too many disparate pieces instead
of more targeted code.”. As mentioned earlier, in some cases it is
not just the fact that the trivial package adds a dependency, but in
some cases the trivial package itself depends on additional packages,
which negatively impacts performance even further.
I4. Slows development (12.5%): In some cases, the use of trivial
packages may actually have a reverse effect and slow down development. For example, as P23 and P15 state: P23: “Can actually slow
the team down as, no matter how trivial a package, if a developer
hasn’t required it themselves they will have to read the docs in order to
double check what it does, rather than just reading a few lines of your
own source.” & P15: “[…], we have the problem of locating packages
that are both useful and “trustworthy” […]”; it can be difficult to find
a relevant and trustworthy package. Even if others try to build on
your code, it is much more difficult to go fetch a package and learn
it, rather than read a few lines of your code.
I5. Missed learning opportunities (9.1%): In certain cases, the
use of these trivial packages is seen as a missed learning opportunity

for developers. For example, P24 states: “Sometimes people forget
how to do things and that could lead to a lack of control and knowledge
of the language/technology you are using”. This is a clear example of
where just using a package, rather than coding the solution yourself,
will lead to less knowledge about the code base.
I6. Security (8.0%): In some cases the trivial packages may have
security flaws that make the application more vulnerable. This
is an issue pointed out by a few developers, for example, as P15
mentioned earlier, it is difficult to find packages that are trustworthy.
P57 also mentions: “If you depend on public trivial packages then you
should be very careful when selecting packages for security reasons”.
As in the case of any dependency one takes on, there is always
a chance that a security vulnerability could be exposed in one of
these packages.
I7. Licensing issues (3.4%): In some cases, developers are concerned about potential licensing conflicts that trivial packages may
cause. For example, P73 states: “[…], possibly license-issues”, P62:
“[…], there is a risk that the ‘trivial’ package might be licensed under
the GPL must be replaced anyway prior to shipping.”
There were also 8% of the responses that stated they do not see
any drawbacks with using trivial packages.



The two most cited drawbacks of using trivial packages
are 1) they increase dependency overhead and 2) they may
break their applications due to a package or a specific version becoming unavailable or incompatible.
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PUTTING DEVELOPER PERCEPTION
UNDER THE MICROSCOPE

The developer survey provided us with great insights on why developers use trivial packages and what they perceive to be their
drawbacks. However, whether there is empirical evidence to support their perceptions remains unexplored. Thus, we examine the
most commonly cited reason for using trivial packages, i.e., the fact
that trivial packages are well tested, and drawback, i.e., the impact
of additional dependencies, based on our findings in Section 5.

(a) Tests

(b) Community
Interest

15

Table 3: Mann-Whitney Test (p-value) and Cliff’s Delta (d)
for Trivial vs. Non Trivial Packages

10
5

Downloads Count Value (log scaled)

Non Trivial
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0

12
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8
6
4
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Trivial

0

0.0

Trivial

Community Interest Value (log scaled)

0.6
0.4

Non Trivial

0.2

Tests Value

0.8

1.0
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p-value

d

2.2e-16 -0.119 (small)
2.2e-16 -0.269 (small)
2.2e-16 -0.245 (small)

(c) Download
Count

Figure 3: Distribution of Tests, Community Interest and
Download Count Metrics.

6.1

Tests
Community interest
Downloads count

Examining the ‘Well Tested’ Perception

As shown in Table 1, 54.6% of the responses indicate that they use
trivial packages since they are well implemented and tested. And,
the developers have good reasons to believe so. npm requires that
developers provide a test script name with the submission of their
packages (listed in the package.json file). In fact, 81.2% (31,521 out
of 38,845) of the trivial packages in our dataset have some test script
name listed. However, since developers can provide any script name
under this field, it is difficult to know if a package is actually tested.
We examine whether a package is really well tested and implemented from two aspects; first, we check if a package has tests
written for it. Second, since in many cases, developers consider
packages to be ‘deployment tested’, we also consider the usage of a
package as an indicator of it being well tested and implemented [47].
To carefully examine whether a package is really well tested and implemented, we use the npm online search tool (known as npms [11])
to measure various metrics related to how well the packages are
tested, used and valued. To provide its ranking of the packages,
npms mines and calculates a number of metrics based on development (e.g., tests) and usage (e.g., no. of downloads) data. We use
three metrics measured by npms to validate the ‘well tested and
implemented’ perception of developers, which are3 :
1) Tests: considers the tests’ size, coverage percentage and build
status for a project. We looked into the npms source code and find
that the Tests metric is calculated as: testsSize ∗ 0.6 + buildStatus
∗ 0.25 + coveraдePercentaдe ∗ 0.15. We use the Tests metric to
determine if a package is tested and how trivial packages compare
to non-trivial packages in terms of how well tested they are. One
example that motives us to investigate how well tested a trivial
package is the response by P68, who says: “Tests already written, a
lot edge cases captured […].”.
2) Community interest: evaluates the community interest in the
packages, using the number of stars on GitHub & npm, forks, subscribers and contributors. Once again, we find through the source
code of npms that Community interest is simply the sum of the
aforementioned metrics, measured as: starsCount + f orksCount +
subscribersCount + contributorsCount. We use this metric to compare how interested the community is in trivial and non-trivial
3 It is important to note that the motivation and full derivation (e.g., why they put a
weight of 0.15 on the test coverage, etc.) of the metrics is beyond the scope of this
paper. We refer interested readers to the npms documentation for more details [11].
To make our paper self-sufficient, we include how the metrics are calculated here.

packages. We measure the community interest since developers
view the importance of the trivial packages as evidence of its quality
as stated by P56, who says: “[…] Using an isolated module that is
well-tested and vetted by a large community helps to mitigate the
chance of small bugs creeping in.”.
3) Download count: measures the mean downloads for the last
three months. Again, the number of downloads of a package is often
viewed as an indicator of the package’s quality; as P61 mentions:
“this code is tested and used by many, which makes it more trustful
and reliable.”.
As an initial step, we calculate the number of trivial packages that
have a T ests value greater than zero, which means trivial packages
that have some of tests. We find that only 45.2% of the trivial
packages have tests, i.e., a T ests value > 0. In addition, we compare
the values of the Tests, Community interest and Download count
for Trivial and non-Trivial packages. Our focus is on the values of
the aforementioned metric values for trivial packages, however, we
also present the results for non-trivial packages to put our results
in context.
Figure 3 shows the bean-plots for the Tests, Community interest
and Download count. The figures show that in all cases trivial packages have, on median, a smaller Tests value, Community interest
value and Download count compared to non-trivial packages. That
said, we observe from Figure 3 a) that the distribution of the Tests
metric is similar for both, trivial and non-trivial packages. Most
packages have a Tests value of zero, then there are small pockets
of packages that have values of aprox. 0.25, 0.6, 0.8 and 1.0. In the
case of the Community interest and Download count metrics, once
again, we see similar distributions, although clearly the median
values are lower for trivial packages.
To examine whether the difference in metric values between
trivial and non-trivial packages is statistically significant, we performed a Mann-Whitney test to compare the two distributions and
determine if the difference is statistically significant, with a p-value
< 0.05. We also use Cliff’s Delta (d), which is a non-parametric
effect size measure to interpret the effect size between trivial and
non-trivial packages. As suggested in [23], we interpret the effect
size value to be small for d < 0.33 (positive as well as negative
values), medium for 0.33 ≤ d < 0.474 and large for d ≥ 0.474.
Table 3 shows the p-values and effect size values. We observe
that in all cases the differences are statistically significant, however,
the effect size is small. The results show that although the majority
of trivial packages do not have tests written for them, and have
statistically lower Tests, Community interest, and Download count
values, their effect size is smaller than non-trivial packages.
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Table 4: Percentage of Packages vs. the Number of Dependencies Used.
npm
Packages

Non Trivial Packages
Trivial Packages

1

2

5

Trivial
Non Trivial

Number of Releases (log scaled)

Figure 4: Number of Releases for Trivial Packages Compared to Non-trivial Packages.

Non Trivial Packages
Trivial Packages

0

2

4

6

Number of Direct & Indirect Dependencies (log scaled)

Figure 5: Distribution of Direct & Indirect Dependencies for
Trivial and Non-trivial Packages (p-value < 2.2e-16 & Cliff’s
Delta (d) -0.279 (small)).



Contrary to developers’ perception, only 45.2% of trivial packages actually have tests. Albeit, trivial packages have lower Tests, Community interest and Download
count values, the values of the metrics do not seem to have
a large difference compared to non-trivial packages, i.e.,
trivial packages are similar to non-trivial packages in
terms of how well they are tested.



6.2



Examining the ‘Dependency Overhead’
Perception

As discussed in Section 5, the top cited drawback of using trivial
packages is the fact that developers need to take on and maintain extra dependencies, i.e, dependency overhead. Examining the impact
of dependencies is a complex and well-studied issue (e.g,. [1, 12, 15])
that can be examined in a multitude of ways. We choose to examine
the issue from both, the application and the package perspectives.
Applications: When compared to coding trivial tasks themselves,
using a trivial package imposes extra dependencies. One of the
most problematic aspects of managing dependencies for applications is when these dependencies update, causing a potential to
break their application. Therefore, as a first step, we examined
the number of releases for trivial and non-trivial packages. The
intuition here is that developers need to put in extra effort to assure
the proper integration of new releases. Figure 4 shows that trivial
packages have less releases than non-trivial packages (median is 2
for trivial and 3 for non-trivial packages), hence trivial packages
do not require more effort than non-trivial packages. The fact that
the trivial packages are updated less frequently may be attributed
to the fact that trivial packages ‘perform less functionality’, hence
they need to be updated less frequently.

# Dependencies (Direct & Indirect)
zero

1-10

11-20

>20

56.3%
34.8%

27.9%
30.6%

4.3%
7.3%

11.5%
27.3%

Next, we examined how developers choose to deal with the
updates of trivial packages. One way that application developers reduce the risk of a package impacting their application is to ‘version
lock’ the package. Version locking a dependency/package means
that it is not updated automatically, and that only the specific version mentioned in the packages.json file is used. As stated in a few
responses from our survey, e.g., P8: ”[…] Also, people who don’t
lock down their versions are in for some pain.”. There are different
types of version locks, i.e., only updating major releases, updating patches only, updating minor releases or no lock at all, which
means the package automatically updates. The version locks are
specified in the packages.json file next to every package name. We
examined the frequency at which trivial and non-trivial packages
are locked. We find that on average, trivial packages are locked
14.9% of the time, whereas non-trivial packages are locked 11.7% of
the time. However, the Wilcox test shows that the difference is not
statistically significant, p-value > 0.05. Hence, we cannot say that
developers version lock trivial packages more.
Packages: At the package level, we investigate the direct and indirect dependencies of trivial packages. In particular, we would like
to determine if the trivial packages have their own dependencies,
which makes the dependency chain even more complex. For each
trivial and non-trivial package, we install it and then count the actual number of (direct and indirect) dependencies that the package
requires. Doing so, allows us to know the true (direct and indirect)
dependencies that each package requires. Note that simply looking
into the .json file and the require statements will provide the
direct dependencies, but not the indirect dependencies.
Figure 5 shows the distribution of dependencies for trivial and
non-trivial packages. Since most trivial packages have no dependencies, the median is 0. Therefore, we bin the trivial packages
based on the number of their dependencies and calculate the percentage of packages in each bin. Table 4 shows the percentage of
packages and their respective number of dependencies. We observe
that the majority of trivial packages (56.3%) have zero dependencies, 27.9% have between 1-10 dependencies, 4.3% have between
11-20 dependencies and 11.5% have more than 20 dependencies.
The table shows that some of the trivial packages have many dependencies, which indicates that indeed, trivial packages can introduce
significant dependency overhead.



Trivial packages have fewer releases and developers are
less likely to be version locked than non-trivial packages. That said, developers should be careful when using trivial packages, since in some cases, trivial packages
can have numerous dependencies. In fact, we find that
43.7% of trivial packages have at least one dependency
and 11.5% of trivial packages have more than 20 dependencies.
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RELEVANCE AND IMPLICATIONS

A common question that is asked in empirical studies is - so what?
what are the implications of your findings? why would practitioners
care about your findings? We discuss the issue of relevance of our
study to the developer community, based on the responses of our
survey and highlight some of the implications of our study.

7.1

Relevance: Do Practitioners care?

At the start of the study, we were not sure how practically relevant
our study of trivial packages is. However, we were surprised by the
interest of developers in our study. In fact, one of the developers
(P39) explicitly mentioned the lack of research on this topic, stating
“There has not been enough research on this, but I’ve been taking note of
people’s proposed “quick and simple” code to handle the functionality
of trivial packages, and it’s surprised me to see the high percentage of
times the proposed code is buggy or incomplete.”
Moreover, when we conducted our study, we asked respondents
if they would like to know the outcome of our study and if so, they
provide us with an email address. Of the 88 respondents, 66 (aprox.
74%) of them provided their email for us to provide them with the
outcomes of our study. Some of these respondents hold very high
level leadership roles in npm. To us this is an indicator that our
study and its outcomes are of high relevance to the npm and Node.js
development community.

7.2

Implications of Our Study

Our study has a number of implications on both, software engineering research and practice.
Implications for Future Research: Our study mostly focused
on determining the prevalence, reasons for and drawbacks of using
trivial packages. Based on our findings, we find a number of implications/motivations for future work. First, our survey respondents
indicated that the choice to use trivial packages is not black or white.
In many cases, it depends on the team and the project. For example,
one survey respondent stated that on his team, less experienced
developers are more likely to use trivial packages, whereas the
more experienced developers would rather write their own code
for trivial tasks. The issue here is that the experienced developers
are more likely to trust their own code, while the less experienced
are more likely to trust an external package. Another aspect is
the maturity of the project. As some of the survey respondents
pointed out, they are much more likely use trivial packages early
on in the project, so they do not waste time on trivial tasks and
focus on the more fundamental tasks of their project. However,
once their project matures, they start to look for ways to reduce
dependencies since they pose potential points of failure for their
project. Hence, our study motivates future work to examine the
relationship between team experience and project maturity and the
use of trivial packages.
Second, survey respondents also pointed out that using trivial
packages is seen favourably compared to using code from Q&A
sites such as StackOverflow or Reddit. When compared to using
code on StackOverflow, where the developer does not know who
posted the code, who else uses it or whether the code may have
tests or not, using a trivial package that is on npm is a much better
option. In this case, using trivial packages is not seen as the best
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choice, but it is certainly a better choice. Although there have been
many studies that examined how developers use Q&A sites such as
StackOverflow, we are not aware of any studies that compare code
reuse from Q&A sites and trivial packages. Our findings motivate
the need for such a study.
Practical Implications: A direct implication of our findings is that
trivial packages are commonly used by others, perhaps indicating
that developers do not view their use as bad practice. Moreover,
developers should not assume that all trivial packages are well
implemented and tested, since our findings show otherwise. npm
developers need to expect more trivial packages to be submitted,
making the task of finding the most relevant package even harder.
Hence, the issue of how to manage and help developers find the best
packages needs to be addressed. To some extent, npms has been
recently adopted by npm to specifically address the aforementioned
issue. Developers highlighted that the lack of a decent core or
standard JavaScript library causes them to resort to trivial packages.
Often, they do not want to install large frameworks just to leverage
small parts of the framework, hence they resort to using trivial
packages. Therefore, there is a need by the Node.js community to
create a standard JavaScript API or library in order to reduce the
dependence on trivial packages. However, the issue of creating
such a standard JavaScript library is under much debate [20].

8

RELATED WORK

Studies of Code Reuse. Prior research on code reuse has been
shown its many benefits, which include improving quality, development speed, and reducing development and maintenance
costs [3, 32, 36, 37]. For example, Sojer and Henkel [43] surveyed
686 open source developers to investigate how they reuse code.
Their findings show that more experienced developers reuse source
code and 30% of the functionality of open source software (OSS)
projects reuse existing components. Developers also reveal that
they see code reuse as a quick way to start new projects. Similarly,
Haefliger et al. [24] conducted a study to empirically investigate the
reuse in open source software, and the development practices of
developers in OSS. They triangulated three sources of data (developer interviews, code inspections and mailing list data) of six OSS
projects. Their results showed that developers used tools and relied
on standards when reusing components. Mockus [36] conducted an
empirical study to identify large-scale reuse of open source libraries.
Their study shows that more than 50% of source files include code
from other OSS libraries. On the other hand, the practice of reusing
source code has some challenging drawbacks including the effort
and resource required to integrate reused code [16]. Furthermore,
a bug in the reused component could propagate to the target system [17]. While our study corroborates some of these findings, the
main goal is to define and empirically investigate the phenomenon
of reusing trivial packages, in particular in Node.js applications.
Studies of Other Ecosystems. In recent years, analyzing the
characteristics of ecosystems in software engineering has gained
momentum [4, 5, 15, 34]. For example, in a recent study, Bogart et
al. [6, 7] empirically studied three ecosystems, including npm, and
found that developers struggle with changing versions as they
might break dependent code. Witter et al. [46] investigated the
evolution of the npm ecosystem in an extensive study that covers
the dependence between npm packages, download metrics and the
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usage of npm packages in real applications. One of their main
findings is that npm packages and updates of these packages is
steadily growing. Also, more than 80% of packages have at least
one direct dependency package.
Other studies examined the size characteristics of packages in an
ecosystem. German et al. [21] studied the evolution of the statistical
computing project GNU R, with the aim of analyzing the differences
between code characteristics of core and user-contributed packages.
They found that user-contributed packages are growing faster than
core packages. Additionally, they reported that user-contributed
packages are typically smaller than core packages in the R ecosystem. Kabbedijk and Jansen [30] analyzed the Ruby ecosystem and
found that many small and large projects are interconnected.
In many ways, our study complements the previous work since,
instead of focusing on all packages in an ecosystem, we specifically
focus on trivial packages. Moreover, we examine the reasons developers use trivial package and what they view as their drawbacks.
We study the reuse of trivial packages, which is a subset of
general code reuse. Hence, we do expect there to be some overlap
with prior work. Like many empirical studies, we confirm some of
the prior findings, which is a contribution on its own. Moreover,
our paper adds to the prior findings through, for example, our
validation of the developers’ assumptions. Lastly, we do believe our
study fills a real gap since 74% of the participants said they wanted
to know our study outcomes.

9

THREATS TO VALIDITY

Construct validity considers the relationship between theory and
observation, in case the measured variables do not measure the
actual factors. To define trivial packages, we surveyed 12 JavaScript
developers who are mostly graduate student with some professional
experience. However, we find that there was a clear vote for what is
considered a trivial package. Also, although our data suggested that
packages with ≤ 35 LOC and a complexity ≤ 10 are trivial packages,
we believe that other definitions are possible for trivial packages.
That said, of the 88 survey participants that we emailed about using
trivial packages, only 1 mentioned that the flagged package is not
a trivial package (even though it fit our criteria). To us, this is a
confirmation that our definition applies in the vast majority of the
cases, although clearly it is not perfect.
We use the LOC and complexity of the code to determine trivial
packages. In some cases, these may not be the only measures that
need to be considered to determine a trivial packages. For example,
some of the trivial packages have their own dependencies, which
may need to be taken into consideration. However, our experience
tells us that most developers only look at the package itself and not
its dependencies when determining if it is trivial or not. That said,
it would be interesting to replicate this questionnaire with another
set of participants to confirm or enhance our definition of a trivial
Node.js package.
Our list of reasons for and drawbacks of using trivial packages
are based on a survey of 88 Node.js developers. Although this
is a large number of developers, our results may not hold for all
Node.js developers. A different sample of developers may result
in a different list or ranking of advantages and disadvantages. To
mitigate the risk due to this sampling, we contacted developers
from different applications and as our responses show, most are
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experienced developers. Also, there is potential that our survey
questions may have influenced the replies from the respondents.
However, to minimize such influence, we made sure to ask for freeform responses (to minimize any bias) and we publicly share our
survey and all of our anonymized survey responses.
We used npms to measure various quantitative metrics related
to testing, community interest and download counts. Our measurements are only as accurate as npms, however, given that it is the
main search tool for npm, we are confident in the the npms metrics.
We do not distinguish between the domain of the npm packages,
which may impact the findings. However, to help mitigate any bias
we analyzed more than 230,000 npm packages that cover a wide
range of domains.
We removed test code from our dataset to ensure that our analysis only considers JavaScript source code. We identified test code
by searching for the term ‘test’ (and its variants) in the file names
and file paths. Even though this technique is widely accepted in the
literature [22, 44, 48], to confirm whether our technique is correct,
i.e., files that have the term ‘test’ in their names and paths actually
contain test code, we took a statistically significant sample of the
packages to achieve a 95% confidence level and a 5% confidence
interval and examined them manually.
External validity considers the generalization of our findings. All
of our findings were derived from open source Node.js applications
and npm packages, hence, our findings may not generalize to other
platforms or ecosystems. That said, historical evidence shows that
examples of individual cases contributed significantly in areas such
as physics, economics, social sciences and even software engineering [19]. We believe that strong empirical evidence is built from
both, studies on individual cases and studies on large samples.

10

CONCLUSION

The use of trivial packages is an increasingly popular trend in
software development. Like any development practice, it has its
proponents and opponents. The goal of our study is to examine the
prevalence, reasons and drawbacks of using trivial packages. Our
findings indicate that trivial packages are commonly and widely
used in Node.js applications. We also find that the majority of developers do not oppose the use of trivial packages and the main
reasons developers use trivial packages is due to the fact that they
are considered to be well implemented and tested. However, they
do cite the fact that the additional dependencies’ overhead as a
drawback of using these trivial packages. That said, our empirical
study showed considering trivial packages to be well tested is a misconception since more than half of the trivial package we studied do
not even have tests written, however, these trivial packages seem to
be ‘deployment tested’ and have similar Tests, Community interest
and Download count values as non-trivial packages. In addition, we
find that some of the trivial packages have their own dependencies
and, in our studied dataset, 11.5% of the trivial packages have more
than 20 dependencies. Hence, developers should be careful about
which trivial packages they use.
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